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SUMMARY
The application of the well-known basic principle of
mechanics, the principle of Jourdain, to pro bloms of’the
theory of the boundary layer ,l,e~ds to an equation from
which the equations of Von Karman, Leibenson, and Golubev
ard derived as special cases. The given equation may be
employed ‘in other integral methods. The present paper
deals with the method of the va~iation of the thickness
of the boundary layer. A number of new approximate for–
mulas valuable ,in aerodynamic calculations fo,r the fric-
tion dis~r,ibution are derived from this procedure, The
method aliasbeen applied only to Iaminar boundary layers,
but it seems probable that it may be generalized to in-
clude turbulent layers as well.
The first step in the field of application of inte–
gral met+od~ to the theory of the boundary. layer was made
by Von Karman in 1921, The fundamental idea of the :
Von Karman method (reference 1) consists in replacing
the true velocit,y distrib~~ion in the ‘boundary layer by
certain approximate velocity distributions satisfying the
differential equations of the boundary la~er, only on the
average. For the averaging method Von Karman applied the
usual integral mean over the layer, a procedure which led
to a certain integral condition which iS no other than
the th~orem on the change of momentum of a fluid in a
volume element of the boundary layer, In the application
of this method fundamental ~ignificance is attached, of
course ~ to the choice of the system of functions that
rep’laced the true velocity. distribution, a circumstance
analogous to the corresponding methods of the theory of
elasticity (methods of Ritz, Galerkin~ Rnd others) and
presenting, in general”, great difficulties in using the t.– ~~
so—called “direct!’ methods.
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2In attempting to employ polynom$al,appr oxidations
for the velocity distribution+ Von IIarman found it was
y.. . necessary to dispense -with the the~ry of-the boundtiry
layer of infinite thickness (asymptotic ”approach of the
~’, . velocity in &+e layer to the velocity of the outer flow}
\b
and introduce the concept of the layer of finike t’btck–
.; ness. If, instead, qf polynomimla, transcentiental $unc-)
f tions are appliqd as the app~ox’imating fuVctiOnS, the
i usual assumption o=or.merning the asymptotic boundary?. layer cfin be used,)i
i.1 The metho~ of Von IC&am#n came into general use and
wa.ssuccessfully applied ,in practice. At the same time,
ho$ever,~ a number of izavestigators, have pointed qut cer-
tain defects: n~vely} the restricted field of applica-
tion and the absence of’any real basis (re~erence 2).
The existence of a single integral condition permits
making use of R family of functions approximating the
velocity profile in the layer with the *unctions having
f only one parameter: na,wely, the thickness of the bound-)i ary lay~r, The approximation is obtain$d by making use
of the boundary conditions at the wall and at. the’ edge of
the layer. The numbar of boundary conditions, both those
given in ndvance and those derived from the equations of
motion, is very limited; and, moreover, among these condi-
tions the value of the first derivative of the velocity
along the normal to the surface o~ the body does not
enter. This derivative is precisely the fundamental
unknown proportional to the frictional stress at a given
point of the body, The choice of any particular boundary
conditions leads to l}e,xt~rnaltJsolutions more nccura$ely
describing the phenomena near the outside edge of th,e
layer or to ~iinternnlll solutions approx~m.ati”ng the flow
..
condi~ions near the walls, (See reference 3. ) The well-
known solution of Pohlhausen (reference, 4) is nn extarv
\ nal : solution. In setting up the apvr~ximatihg poly- 4
nomial of the fourth degree three conditions were employed
J {the vslues of the function *.nd of the first and second
Ij derivatives) at the outer edge aqd only two at the wall,
I
!, the first derivative being of necessity omitted from the
I$ other two conditions, only thd values” of the fu.notiou
/
and of its second d~rl.vative being used. The Pohlhausen
solution gives an exaggerated friction and a retarded
p..> bound~.r.y.l~yer-separatiori At ~he”authorts suggestion,
A. 1?. Alexandrov (~ef~rence 5) applied a second system of
condition$i lending to an internal solution, a reduaed
friction, and a sozne~hat earliez separation. ?y making
use of a polyn~mial of the s$xth degree a cert.?.inaddpd
accuracy could have been obtained.
,“
Further progress in th8 development of integral
methods was made by sottlng up equations which were a“”
gc,ne~aliza.tion of the momentum equation given by Von
Karman. L. S. ‘Leibenson (reference 6) proposed as a
second integral condition the equation of the change of
the kinetic eaergy.of an element of the boundary layer,
the conditi.an being obtained by integration of both sides
of the Prandtl equation, first multiplied by the forward
velocity along the iiormtilto the wall from the surface
of the body to the edge of the layer? V. V. Golubev
(reference 7). pointed out the infinite possibility of
other integral conditions obtained by the smme device
of multiplying the two sides of the Prandtl equation by
successive integral powers of the forward veloclty. The
same method for the pn~~ticwlar case of a flat plate was
followed by !?. Sutton (reference 8):. ~~oue of these in-
vestigators made any attempt to indicate methods for mak-
ing use of the derived new integral conditions. only
W. Sutton gnve an exn.mplo of the computation of the fr~c-
tion of a plate,.rnaktng use of a set of two equations.
It is not clear, however, whsther any of the proposed
conditions could be used individually or whether it was
necessary to use two Of them combined.
In the present paper use Is made of n single g~ner~,l
principle of mechanics which, as fe.r as ia known, has not
yet been epplied in hydrodynamics and, in analytical me-
ch~nics bears the name of the Jov.rdain principle (refer-
ence 9). This principle, which is intermediate between
the !.rell-knovn principles of DlA3embert and Gauss, is very
convenient for problems of hydrodynamics ia the applica-
tions of Euler and, in particular,:for obtaining l:di.rectw
methods of the solution of boundary layer problems.
The assigning of a ,pnrticular form for the velocity
v?,riatlon in the expression of the Jourdain princip~e leads
to the equation of Von K&rmaPn, the system of equattons
of Leibenson+olubev , and other methods which may be use-
ful in applications.
1. The principle of Jourdain is obtained from the
principle of DtAlembert by differentiation wit,~ respect
to ti~e. It is convenient to take the general equation
of--mechanics in the form: -
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where % r v~ ~ an~ 3’i hre, respectively, mass-, accel-
eration, -and gi.venforce for ,a.certain ith point _nnd Sri ..
1s R.virtu~.1 displacement, By differentiating with re-
spect to tinet there is obtained:
By the definition of virtual displacements:
2aeF% Vi is the velocity of the ith potnt.
Let the actual motion of the system at a given ,
instant be corapared with a neighboring motion differing
from the true one in the velocities but n~t in the posi-
tions - that is? let ~ri = O* Equation (1.2} then
assum~s the form:
in
z t~j,~i-3’i)6V* = O (1.3)i~l
This is tbe general equation of the principle of Jcmrdain.
It is to be emphjiaized that Fi are gtven forces while
the rea~tions of the ideal connections “l~i 8atiefVing
the condition
The frictional forces, as always, hslang to the class of “
given forces,
In applying the Jourda%n principle to the motion of
a viscous inccnnpressible fluid thq equation of the prin-
,
1“
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ciple may be written in the following most general forms
. .. .... . .
f ““-
(p?/- ~v2v)av cl? = opF+gradp - (1.4)
‘r
where T iS anar%itra~y volume of the fluid bounded bY
the surface 0; 5V is not subject to any restrictions
except the condition of the existence of the integral OIZ
the left sidq of the equation.
It may be noted that, on the part of the surface, CT
corresponding to a solid wall? the variation 6V should
not , in advance, be subject to the oondition (dv)n =0
since normal pressures enter the expression for the prin-
ciple. Zn the same way, from the conditlc)n of the adher-
eilce of the fluid to the mall, it does not follow t,hat 8V
must he set equal t.o zero beoause in the equation (1.4)
the frictional forces are taken into account.
If it is assumed that all the forces, both given and
reaotions , constitute an $ndependen$ syetem, the fluid
may be regarded as a free system of points not Subject to
any r@lations. The ~on~it$on of the conservation of mass
for a constant deneity aiv v = O likewise imposes no
restrictions on the variations o? the veloc$iye Var iOu 8
particular principles and theorems of mechanics mill bQ
obtained by restricting the variatton of the velocity,
Thus , for example, the momentum theorem is ob%ained by
setting 6V = ~, vhere c is an infinitely small vector
independent of the coordinates; the theorem on the change
in the kinetic energy is obtain~d by setting 8V = VC
where c is an infinitely small scalar independent of
the coordinates; and so forth,
Considering only the case of eteady motion end volu-
metric forces having a potential ~ the principle is
remitten in the form
rl (rot v X v+ grad B+ Vrot rot v’) 8V 4-T = O (1.5)
“d
&z> ,; ,-.,.,
,, T
,!,, ~he”re “’
:.
whence by simple vector transformations there is obtained
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[ -l(rot * XV)5V d’T+ ‘-d@v(B5v)dT - J 3 div 6V dT-- . ,.“ T’ ....- .) “T “? “-
}:
f +-v r fdiv(r?t ~ X sv):d~ +V rotv X8rotivd T= .0 {1.6)‘)y. ‘<T ““T
!
~m the second and fourth integrals, in passine fro~ volume
to surface integrals, there is obtained
+V 1 (rot v x 8v~ do+ $?6 f ratv XrotvdT= o (1.7).
a “T
‘1.%ev~locitx variation 6V no~ is subjected to the two
conditions:
1. The neighboring motion satisfie.~ the condition of
incomprpwsibility div 6V = &
2. On the %oundary surface u the velocity variation
&v is equal %0 ze~o.
Uqder .thes~ assumptions the fundamental equation (3.7)
assumes the form:
r f(rot VXV} 6V d~+ .#8” rotv’x rot v dT. e 0. (1.8).d~ ‘?
This is the variational form of the .qrinciple ef Jourdatn
in hydrodynamics for very general restrictions ”irnposed bn
the velocity variation.
For particular cases of motion the princ~p~e takes a#&=
still 8;impler”form* ‘Consid6?=, fop exwnple, the ’steady
.. motion of a v$scou@, incompressible $Juid at very small
Reynolds numbers, The inertia terms in the hydrodynamic
Wluations may be neglected? In equation (1~.s) the first
integral dr~ps out and this Ieaveq ‘
:4
1 111 1 ml-mm ——m-mm-m I. Inu . SS,.-,,, ,,, s , — ,.. - , ..,,,..!. II !!
. ..——.—.——
1., .
6~. ,.
f
rotv Xrotvd TaO
,,.,,... ........ ... . ~
.
! “T
(1.9)
.
f:,
!
i which is n~ other than the known principle 0$ the minimum) dissipated energy first enunciated by Helrn.holtz and
ihylei.gh.. Equation (1,9) maintains the same simple form
also for any Reynolds “numbers if the motion occurs with
vortices parallel to the velocity (fffreen vortioes of the
wing).
If equation (1,8) is rewritten in the equivalent form
1’(vxt3v)rotvd T+~V6 f rotv XrotvdTs o (1.10)lT “T
it is noted that, by subjecting th$ velocity variati5n to
still another restriction,
VX8V=0 (1.11)
that iS, if it is acquired that the varied moti~h have the
same direction of the velocit$eq at a given instant as the
true velq~ities, there is again obtained the principle in
the simple form (1,9), ‘The g~nera$ form of the velocity
variation now will be
,.
tiv = Vdx, y., $) (L 12 )
where th~ infinitely small function
~(x, y, z) is arbi-
trary and $,8 subject only %Q the restriction
div 4V = ~divv+vXgradc= O
which,for an incotipressible fluid, is transformed into
the condttion: ~
vXgradC e O (1.13)
s=. ... :....,..-. .
This condition has a simple meaning: namely, the stream-
lines should lie on the level surfaces of the funatiom.c.
~
In two--dimensional motion with axial symmetrY this simPIY
[ me~ns that ~ should be an arb$trary functipn of the
, stream function ~.- that $s,
I8V = VC (*) (1.14)
The conditi~n that the velocity variation becgme zero,
at the %oundary u reduces to the condition that the
closed surface u should be a surface of flow.
In application, it is found simpler to make use of
the principle in its general form (1.4), since the impos-
ing of the above conditions on the velocity variation
involves great difficulties. Application of the principle
in the boundary laye~”theory will now be considered.
f?
“where u i~ an arbitrary region of the boundary layer.
Choosing for,the regiQn u the part of thq layer bounded
by the StTaight ltnes x = xl, x = X2,’ the wall of the
body and th~ outer edge of the la~ex y = ,h(x) gives
,,
~ .x h(d(
“au au 1 dp h2u
)
U- + ~ — + .—..V —
ax by aya
~uay=o (2.2)
p dx
o
If 6U does not depend on the choice of xl and X2 ,
tlleil from the condition of a$?)itrariness Of Xl and X2
the following equation will be obtainedi
h(x)
H
au au $ dp dzu
~1- — + * - + -—y v —
ax ay ay~ )
fiudy=o
p ax
0’
It is seen readily that for various values of 6U
different integral conditions w$ll be obtained i:clu,ding
the above-mentioned integral conditi~ns of Von Karman}
Lei13enson9 and GQ$ubev? Thus, fcr example, sett$ng
II I,:
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8U=C= constant
yields$ after integrating, the equation of Von Karmam:
wher e u(x) 1s the velocity at the outer edge of the
layer. In the same manner, setting (~ is an arbitrary,
infinitely small quantity not depending on the coordi-
nates)
au =. gu
k
<.
gives the sy~tem of integral conditions of Golu%evt
h
J(
au au 1 dp b%
Uy+v —+-— -u—
ox by )
ukdy = O
p ax dy 20
(2.5)
(k .=0,1, 2, l l ,,ti)
or, after some transformations:
dy (2.6)
o 0
For k = 1, there is the equation of Leibenson. In
deriviilg the system of equations (2,6), use was made”
of the arbitrariness of the ‘variation 8U.
If in the system of equations (2.5) the author
passes from the variables x and y to the varia%les
x and t = u/u(x), which’, in the region of the layer
up to the separation point, are in ,areciprocal 1 : 3.
relation$ the system of equations th~s obtained:
11’..>
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b ...,,,,,. ,.
.~.,., ,
.,,. .
. ..1.., ,.,
J L(x, ~)~kd~= O
0
(k=O, 1, 2,. ... m)
may be considered as the conditions of setting equal to zero
all the moments of the continuous function L(x, ~). Thus
if possible to find a velocity distribution in the’ boundary
layer which satisfies the infinite system of equation (2.5)
or (2.6) such profile would also satis$y the Prandtl equation-
that is, would give an exact solution of the problem of the
boundary layer.
The question as to convergence of the method in using
a finite number of equation (2,5) requires, of course, in-
dependent investigation in dac,h c,ase, If such convergence
exists the condition of Von Karman would be the equation of
the fi,rst,tipp”roximation, the combination of the equations of
Von Xarman and Leibcnson would correspond to the second approx–
imation, and. so forth@
The equation (2,3) may be considered as the integral
condition corresponding to the general principle of Jourdain@
In this equation the velocity variation plays the part of the
“weig~tll of the integral mean, In the integral method of Von
Ka~man the weight is equal to unity, each element of t!le in-
tegral being assigned the same weight. In the Leibenson equa-
tion the velocity u serves as the weight. Since the velocity
u becomes zero at the wall and assumes the maximum value at
the edge of the layer it may be expected that the velocity pro-
file satisfying the single condition 0$ Leibenson will approach
nearer the true value at the outer region of the layer tho,il
neqr the wall+ The same $S true with regard to the conditions
of, Golubev for k = 1,
Wide use may be made of the arbitrariness in the choice
of the variation au for the purpose of obtaining any partic-
ular weight of the integral mean.
The equations of Leibenson-Golubev, written in the form
(2.5) and (2,6), as the equation of Von Ka~m& in the form
E* ,.(..2%=4.).,,.may h,eap,p.l~&onl~,,tO,a. layer with finite thickness.
In using the more accurate theory OF t“W@’asym-~t-e”ttclayer.C.m>=.....
these equations ~ose their validity because the integrals be-
come infinite. ~hother more convenient form of the equations
may be’indicated, valid f~r both tbe finite and the asymptotic
layers,
.,,
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.
To derive these equations it is necessary to pass, ,in
“ ‘th’e’’eqtiati”oni”’of the boundary layer, from the ve-locity :,u
to the so-called Ilvelocity defioiency~l q
is the velocity at the outer edge assumed
given function of X. Use is made of the
to obtain
=U-u where U
in advance as a
continuity equation
Multiplying both sides by ~k and integrating with
respect to y between the l$mits zerq to the thickness of
the boundary h or to infinity in b~th cases after simple
transformations and integration by parts there is obtained:
(i.7)
By analogy with the so-c”alled Irdisplacement’ thicknesslt
6* and Itmomentum thicknessl~ 8** equal, respectively, to
‘“= lh(’+=~hb
m$h
are introduced the thicknesses
12
,-
I!lqutition-(-2.7) then-assumes the form
... .,
Dividing both sides of this” equation by
Uk+ a finally gives:
.
dhm*
k+l + Uf
—.
[
-f (k+2) h::l + (k+l)h:+l
dx 1
=-(k+l) 2
Ye -$$ (:) ‘y
(2,8)
u
o
This system of equations c~rresponds to the general
equation (2-3) for au = (U-U) c = qk c and, in contrast
with the equations of Leibenson-Golubev, may be applied both
to the layer of finite thickness and the asymptotic laye,r-
For k = O the thicknesses h~ and hi** become the
usual displacement thickness 8* and momentum thickness
8*,* and equation (2 “8) passes over into the equation of V,on
Karm:n in the form {In this paper to denote the thickness
of the layer the letter h, and not 8, is used so as not
to confuse this ,symbol with the variation sign, In equation
(2.9) the usual notation is kept. ) which isonow best taken as:
“
~+~ (2&** + 8*) =-TA
pua
(2.”9)
,w.~c?re
~.o is the friction stress at the wall:.m.
,, ,. ,.. ,., ,., . .,,
,...,
()
To=~* (2.10)
Oy y~o ’
I?quations (2,9) and (2*1O) may be considered, respec-
tively, as the integral and differential (with respect .to
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the coordinate y) determinations of the frictional stresses
$oi’a”given”’”ve’l”ocity’’distribution U(;lxY)i !lhe.approximate
differentiation of a given function y) is a very in-
accurate Operation for determining the f~iction, In general,
the integral method of determination (2.9] is to be preferred,
The only exception may be the region where the velocity pro-
files rapidly change their shape and inac’curacy’in deter-
mining the derivative d6**/dx may, show up. This will he
the case in the region near the separation of the boundary
lay er. Thus, in determining the local frictional stresses~
it is recommended to use the integral method (2c9),everywhere
except in the region near the’ separation, For determining
the separation point,’ however, it IS necessaxy to obtain
internal solutions = that *s, so~utions which are nearer the
true values at the walls than at the edge of the layer and at
the separation point equate,to zero the friction determined
hy the differential method-
Yrom this point of view the Von”K~rm~n method, based on
the application of equation (2C9), in which the right si”de is
replaced by (2s10), $s no o,ther than the condition that the
local frictional stress determined by the differential and
integral methods be the same, This condit$on, in using only
a single parameter (thickness of the boundary layer), is dif-
ficult to satisfy even by imposing on the velocity profile a
large number of boundary conditions because by using this con-
dition use is not made of the specific advantages of the dif-
ferential and integral expressions for the friction, But by
useo.f:a method of approximate.determinat ion the,ve~ocitypro-
file that does not involve the use of the Von ~arman equation
~t is possible to apply equation (2,,9) as the integral expres-
sion of the local frictional stress.
These considerations apply en~ir~ly to the Leibenson-
Golubev equations, since the Von Karman equation .is included
and. is .fundarnental in the system .pf successive approximations
(setting the moment of zero order equal to zero).
As usual in the practical applications of direct methods,
only the first approximation is of significance, since to Ob-
tain the second and following approximations is a problem of
*: ,,g.x,eAa>A-di.f $%!ogl,~yl It,v{,illb~ showp-how, by making use of the”
general equation (2.3) and’ th-e-’i~%egr~~’ekp<~~%ion for the
friction’, it is possible to obtain ~“ fjrst approximation more
acctirate than the solution of Von Karman- pohlhausen,
3. ~t is best to start w$th the simplest case of the
flow about a plate. Following the idea or a boundary layer
,
,.
—. —
—
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of finite thickness, the velocity distribution in a cro&s-
,.... .,,..
section of the layer is expressed in.the form: .. ,
u= Ugo(q) = Vgo (y/h) (3*1)
where U = constant is the velocity of the approaching flow
and go(n) is a function satisfying some condition on the
surface of the plate (~ = O) and at the outer edge of the
layer (q = 1). If the thickness of the layer h(x) is thefundamental and only parameter, in the velocity” distribution,
the velocity variation will be set up by varying this param-
eter, Then
(3.2)
Simple computations give:
/u+vihJ a2u it ti
J
gotl
ax ay
_v’27=_ 772
-h- go’ go d~.vU— ha
0
Substituting these expressions in the general equation (2*3)
yields, because of the arbitrariness of Gh:
‘ On the variation 15q is $Mposed the condition of be--
coming equal to zero on the boundary of” the ‘tnterval
T=l:
o, :for this by (3.2) it is required that go! (l)=q:;
Then integrating by parts t~~ sectind integral in the above
equation gives
dm> . ..
..-..%-.*#k*. ha =U’:
;2’””- ,,, ,,..-. .,
where
‘2= {~ ~O’@ ‘~}:{ ~~eb”ta (~~o d,) dq}==c~n~t~.~~.,)
o
;,
L.,
,..
,.
.
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on.dition
. ,..—
h( O)
,.
o there
,,L..
is obtained:
.,
h=a (3,4)
The
e pr
two
oble
equations (3.4) and (3.3)
m of the thickness of the
ons
oun
titute a soluti
,dary layer.
on
of t’h
The loca
differentiate
,1
on
fricti
metho
on
d
@l
by
stress
the fo
may
rmula
be determined
:
by the
1’
13pfpu—.x‘P .%O1 (3.5)
or by
Ti=
the integ
a d.6**
pu=
ra
=
1 metho
1
[f
pu2
o
d on
go(l
the basis of (2.9);
) dq1dhz- (3-6)up
where $ denotes the constant:
$ ( 3.7)
In the assumed averaging the weight 8U becomes zero
t the wall and at the outside boundary of.the layer- It
hould be expected here that the velocity profile obtained
‘ill approach the true one in the middle part of the bouncla
ayer and give sufficiently accurate values for the fric”bio
etermined integrally by equation (3,6)
a
s
w
1
d
ry
n
,!Pheapplication of the simple parabolic distribute on
go 2q -
,.
an
ons
.,,
satisfying the cond
bu/bY = O for y=
the friction formul
.ition
h(x)
a
u’=
give
,.
i
-?4.,,yz
,mple
.,
o,u-
....-
c omputa
‘U
ti
~.
sh.Ow,
‘i 0.331
I
1
1:
—.
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differing by only 0s3 percent of the accurate formula of
,., ,
““”a”lasi~s;--while appl.icat.ion of the same distribution in the
Von Karman method leads to the formula’: ““““
..
.—*.
‘fO e 0? 365 A@J3/.
exceeding the exact solution by 10 percent
.—
go(n)
—.-. ..— —
317 - 3q2 + q=
2q - n2
Blasiusl Exact
solution
TA13Lll1
3.25
3,6
3-8
4.42
4.95
5*62
0,92?
.42
‘.35
,36
~.40
.36
,332
I 0.1’7
,25
l 27
031
.331
..331
1.332
J’
---
TO x
GpF
0..39
3.32
2.31
)*33
If gfi(~) is subjected to a larger number of conditions
by making -~se- of the values of the s~cond and third derivatives
at the vail and edge of the layer, another series of values of
_%, . t-he,..e.o,~f$,i:,ie,n,~sin the ,integral formula for the’ friction may
be obtained. In ~able ‘1”tli”eresult SXWO.Scornpu.tati.ons..arranged
in the order of increasing thickness of the layer (coefficient
u) are given, As may be seen from the second and fourt’h CO1- ~~
umns, with increasing thickness of the layer (coefficient u)
the friction determined integrally at first increases to a
value near the true one and then decreases, In the last column
,
I
are given the values of the friction coefficients according
. .
“ “- to ~-ohlhausen f-or which the rule just g.iv,en,d,oesnot hold-
It may be easily shown that’ in the particular case”of ‘a
plate the friction coefficients according to Pohlhausen are
the geometric mean of our differ’ential’ and integral coeffi-
cients,
4, It is net difficult to generalize’ the above device
of varying the thickness of the” layer to the case of two-
dimensional flow about an arbitrary body.
It is well to start with the simplest example of a
parabolic approximation of the velocity prdfile in the bound-
ary layer- !l!his,as has been shown, immediately leads to a
very simple formula for the solution in finite form of the
friction problem, ?n contrast to the plate where the velocity
of the outside flow is the same throughout, in the case of an
arbitrary %ody, the velocity U in the formula
u= W@) = u(2n - Ile) (4.1)
will be a given function U(X) Qf the abscissa X,
The value of the variation of the velocity 8U remains
the same as in the previous section, but the expression iil
parentheses in the fundamental equation (2*3) will become
somevhat-rnore complicated after substituting (4.1). This
expression will be given later in a general form, but for
the present it is enough” to show that, in the concrete case,
(4*1), after very simple computations, equation (2.3) is
reduced to the. differential equation;
-l~y + 13 Uf v
—- -. . .— = o (4.2)
630 h’ 1’26 U ~hau
,
With introduction, as is customary, of the function Z= h2/V
equation (4’.2) assumes” the form
*..,, .,
,,.
d: .‘- ., .
- =7a65~z= 24-? ~ ‘(4.3)
dx u u
If the above equation is rewritten in the form
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dk .
.,.., ,.-,..,
-,
dx
it is seen that if U(0) = Cl for x = O the point x = O
is a singular point of the equatio,nt Imposing on the deriva-
tive dzfclx the condition that it be finite for x = O
results in the e’quatioti:
24,’7 - 7,65 uo~zo = O, “
for determining the initial value of z.o for x’= Oe From
this equation it follows that the initial value of the pa.+
rame,ter of ‘l?dilhausen h in the present case iS equal to
A. = Uofzo = 3.23 (4.4)
Thus to the equation (2.3”) there is added t’he initial cond-
ition
z = 3023/Uo~ forx=O
Equation (4,3) is linear and has the solution:
x
(4.5)
If, as in the case of the plate, U#Oforx=O
the initial value of z is equal to zero - that is, the
initial thickness of the layer $s equal to zero..
.,
Again making wke of the integral determination of the
friction, gquat,ion (2-9) “result~ in (6** = 2h/15, 6* =’h/3):
. x
‘i 0,331 U?’825JF
:--.-W,./,L...’.,-v- =:.,~..Y..y——..-
( J )
1+1 35.ufu-7”65 U6*65 dx.--—*—-----..--a.-At:=,.e.,..*&r_..,,:,1.,,,. ~ .(4J3) .,/ ‘UG,”65 ~xpu’
J f
o
0,
In the, case of the plate (U?= O) formula (4,6) reduces
t9 the fOrmUla previously o@tained for the friction at the
. .,
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plate- (l!he computations in the given example for the para-
.. . —.
%’dli~ ~pproxim,atien were carreid out by Stepan-iantz. !I%e
latter also gives a generalization of formula (4e6) for the
case of a flow with axial symmetry about a body of revolution,)
Zquation (4.6) gives a sufficiently accurate determin~
tion of the friction in that part of the boundary layer where
U1 is near zero, As has already” been pointed out, the ac-
curacy for the plate exceeds 0.3 percent. Near the forward
stagnation ‘point, however, and at the separation point where
U1 > 0 or U~ c O the accuracy drops. the friction o%tained
is too low at the forward stagnation point and too large near
the separation points Since in practice in the diffuser part
a transition occurs from the laminar ‘to the turbulent layer,
this defect is not of great significance- Formula (4.6) may
he recommended for.practical computations in view of its
great simplicity, For the function U(x) graphically given
the integrals may be easily computed witk the aid of mechanical
devices’ while the derivative ul(~) is determin~d ?y graphical
differentiations The use of the method of Von Karman-Pohlhausen
for a para%olic velocity profile also leads to a simple fric–
tion formula but one of very small accuracy (for a plate the
errors as has already been pointed out, is equal to 10 percent):
in the diffuser region it gives a greatly exaggerated friction
and no separation at all while formula (4.6) gives a separation
point though somewhat retarded,
For a compa~atizve estimate of formula (4,6) with the
formula. of Van Karman-Pohlhauseg nqar the forward criticql
point x = !3, u = O the Von Karman-Pohlhausen formula is
given:
‘o = 0-365 U3”05fi-
——
J J“”
;3 x
U* dx
o
,.
(4,7)
In the immediate neighborhood of the point X=o the
vel,ocity of the external flow wi$l be represented in the fo,rm
u = CXQ Thenj as simple computation shows, formula (4.6)
gives:
,—.
while formula (4,7) leads to the expression
(4.8)
1-
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.--...: ,x, -r . . . . .To
f
-“’% ’”’l’.l’O ‘: : “’ “ “’- (4.8’)
~ua’’,cx.
In the simple case considered U=cx the accurate
solution may also be given (reference 10);
TO
f
— = 1,23264 ?A (4,.9)pua Cx,
,.
It is seen ‘that in “the immediate neighborhood of the
critical point beth comparison formtilas .giv”e lowered solutions
while the order of ert?r is about 10 percent, When U(x)
devi’ates fr,om;t,hestraight line use%’ formula (4.6) gives
a solution closer to the true gne than formula (4,7), which
give,s too great a value for the”frictiono Pre,seqt velocity
profiles for flight angles of attack are such that only very
near to x = O is there a region for which a straight line
U=cx approximately holds true- Even for very small values
of x the curve rapidly passes dver into a region of almost
constant value of the velooity. U and therefore small U:.
Tor such a type of curve formula (’”4a6)should give sufficiently
accurate values for the “friction.
In order to estimate the accuracy of formula (4.6) in
the reg$on beyond the maximum velocity (diffuser region),
consider the e%ample of the profile
u= b. - bl X (4.io)
r:epre.senting the simplest linear drop of the velocity of
the external flow “beyond ”the maximum point. In equation (4-10)
: the coefficient’ b. gives the maximum value of ,the velocity
“U. for x’= O and b + ~ Ut = constant
velocity curVez substit.i~ingfor x “an:wt%%:o;.t:e
%x/?o gives
b.
7.65
.-—---[1 - (1-x* )7”65~
= 7.65 bl
r- -/. ‘“
.
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.Sub.stituting’t,he.v.al.ueof -this $ntegral in formula (4.6) ‘
.results in
Let the followin~ magnitude independent of b. and hl
be considered:
Ti , Ti 1
——- = —— —-
= 0,331 (1. --.&)3”8a5
———~-
@= &(&x*) 7e 65
[9-1.35(1-x*)-7” 6’] (4.11)
The magnitude Ti~/(.l-x*) was obtained by Howarth
(reference 11) as a result of an accurate solution of the
problem for the velocity profile given- For comparison, .in
table 2, the values of this magnitude are given as computed
by Howarth and by formula (4.11)4
TABLE 2
.-. ..
-..
Acoording to Howarth By formula (4,11),
Tit; ? $1
X* i-.——
‘s 1-X*
O’e0000 m w-
,0125 2.773 2.78
l 0250 1.817 1,82
.0500 1.064 1,.21
.1090 *,345 .645
.1200 . ,,. ~~~g- ., ----
:-J*,22 ..-.,,, ._......—-- ‘“””i000
The table shows that only for small values of X* -
that is, only at the start of the diffuser part is there
-.
sufficiently good agreement between formula (4.6) and the
accurate solutions ‘As the pQint of separation-is approached
(x*.= 0.12),, as has been point out earlier, the method becomes
.
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increasingly inaccurate, For x*= 0.05 the approximate
solution.exceeds ,the.acc,u,rateBy.almQst 15 Percent,’ setting
the right side of (4.11) equal to zero ’tlieabscissa of the ~
separation point XS* = 22 is found, while the accurate ‘“
value is xs* = 0,1?. The Pohlhausen formula (4,7) gives a
greatly exaggerated friction and lear$s to the incorrect con-
clusion of the absence of separation. Thus for a value as
small. as X*.= O.0125 the increased friction, according to
Pohlhausen, Constitutes about 25 percent.
In 1939 the new formula of Wright and Baily (reference
12) for the frictional stress appeared:
TO 0,332
— =
‘~~ (
1 + 8.18 L;?
pua Ux ~ )
(4.12)
This formula, attractive on account of its extreme
simplicity, was derive~ by Wright and Bailey on the basis
of an experimentally conf$rmed assumption of the possibility
(for small aivergen.c;X~:~*cQnverg~:~~]d;f substituting in ~~
equation (2.9) for and the corresponding
values for the plate- Formula (4-12) is accurately true for
a plate but contains an errqr that is immediately evident
to the eye: namely, the friction is determined by the values
U and ~1 at a given point and does not depend on the yre-
vious development of the layer; It is readily seen that at
the forward part it is extremely .inaccurate. Thus if, as
before, .U= Cx there is obtained, by equation (4,.12),.
TO
--% f
= 3*O4 ;;
pu
a result more than twice the accurate value (4.9), The
proposed formula (4s6) is almost as simple as the formula of
Wri”ght and Baily and at the same time is free from the above-
rnentioned defects-
More accurate approximations will now be considered.
.. ,,., .,,,, .
.,,. .
5. AS is known, the velocity profile satisfying the
boundary conditions at the wall and at the outer edge Of a
layer of finite thickness “must be represented in the form:
ii
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. . . . .
.,.. . .. .._.
u= u (x) “rgo’(ll) + XgL(ll)z ““ “““’(5.1)
where ~ = y/h(x)’ and ~ the known parameter of Pohlhausen
is given by
,..
A= UI ,ha/~ (5.2)
The functions go(n) and g~(ti) are two polynomials the
degree and coefficients of which depend on the choice of the
particular boundary conditlbns.
The gener’al form of relation (5.1) is kept and the
fundamental equation (2,3) is set up, where use will be made
of the device of varying the thickness of the layer, or what
amounts to the same thing, varying the parameter h. This
will’ give the following equation (@dot above a letter
denotes differentiation with respect to q and a dash
differentiation with respect to x): ‘
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. .. .. . . ..,, ,
.. . . . .,
.,,.,.
,, ...,....
The expreaeion in parenthesis in equati-on (2.3’) may be ~~~ ..
given in the form:
L(u, O)=u ~= Uu-v:;.=g+o*—
= U(go+lg,) [tng,+xg,)+ Ug,l’— +m,u(+ —*)U, +@-
-[~(jg.~+~j.l~)+ ~,[.1~-+u(+-F).ti.+~.1)+
w
*+ (4+—-:; )(JIz,do+l]g,fh)1 U(j,+ag,)—Uu—+U,+xi,).e o (5.4)
Removing parenthesis and making certain simplifications
y.ield$:
(1
m
)(
*
L(u, U)=UU g$—~o gob—~l—l +U~l 2~,g1—
)
iopril.pdn —
o
Substitution of the obtained expression L(u, vl and 6U
in equation (2.3) results in [for complete arbitrariness
of 6A) a differential equation with respect to :
+=-$’x(x)+~+(~), (5.6)
The coefficients ao, al, . . . . alz are constants cie-
pending on the form of the functions go and g - that
is, on the choice of the boundary conditions. ~hese con-
stants are determined,respectively,as the integrals
with respect to ~ from O to 1 of the following func-
tions of q:
—,T ----
,,
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,,.
., ...,
,, ..-.
. ( s- =—+UO gls —@o ) )(iljgla+(r+ Vil %70th 1’ )—k go++ldn 9b o l
‘ - ~~g,d%ii,= — ~- ?)g,
l
.
%a=+(g, —+~i,)i,jg,dm.
0
At request of the author, A. P. Kr’ol has made c omputa-
tione for the boundary conditions:
U=o, -~-=y+L- for g=O,
du (5.8)u-u, —o,~— +=0 ,for y=h,
in satisfying which the functions
have the form: go(q) and gt[q)
“f,(z) =2?l— 2w’+7?, g,(a) =(m —3#+3@ -#)/6. (s
The values of the computed coefficients are given below:
*--o.?i7l4n57, 87 =–o.mosms
q= alo22466s. * = o.WoooM7,
%--omeo6sn * =-0S117404U
q= WYJ01M4.% q.= Wmn7.
we= •~~= aamo70
*= %%%% 819=-~
m., : . .. , ,,, ., ,., *=-WJO127521*. ...,,
The functions .x(~l and v(A] “may be’tabu’iated in ‘“
advance
, .,., , .-. ...— ..--.. ..-—--- ---- .—. ..-—
—,, .. .. . Equation (5.*6) has the singular point Xso, h= Lo;
the usual investigation shows t%hat Ao. .3,9,t.~e least pOsitiive
root of the numerater of X(A) and is equal ‘to “io”’=6~,73,,
!Fhe second singular point will be the point x = Xm, \ = O
of the minimum pressure.
As for the problem of the tntegral determination of the
frictioz T at the want there is first found:
\
~all = (0.300000- 0.008333A)h = dA)h
(5.10)
S** = (0.li7500 - 00001058~ - 0,0001102A2)h =b(A)h ‘
Then T is determined by forzpula (2.9):
;%=:, [w%] ‘-+%C2b(A) + a(~)]~’~, (5.11)
If desired, the differentiation may be carried out in
the first term on the right and the derivative of A with
respect to x from equatioa (5.6) substituted.
To estimate the relative accuracy of the method, it is
necessary to proceed as before, It is already known that
for’ small values of U! the integral formula (5,11) gives
excellent agreement with the accurate solution of Blasius
(difference about 0,3 percent, table 1, in which are @ven
the values of ?i for the plate).
The behavior of the friction near the forward critical
point must be considered next, It is noted that Ul=c,,
Ufl = 0, (d4/dx)x=o = O for u = cx and for sufficie~tly
small x“ it may be assumed that neglecting powers higher
than the first - A = ho = 6.?3, Yhen by equation (5.11)
there is obtained:
,,>,.
.
a result approximately 4 percent less tha,n the accurate
(4.10): Thus the chosen polynomt41 of t-he fourth degree
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satisfying conditions (5-8) determines the friction near the
critical point with almost .twc-and-a-half times the accuracy
,of,..the..previously considered polynomial of the second degree
and in the rern”aining region (’excludin-g the region near the
separation point) gives the same accvracy (of the order of
0.3 percent). The same approximation, accordiqg to Pohlhau-
sen, gives ne”ar the critical point:
To
—i=
.[
i.zo 3Apu2 Cx
(5.13)
that is4 only 3 percent less accurate, while with increasing
distance from the critical point the accuracy 0$ .tha solution
(5,11) considerably exceeds the accuracy of the Pohlhausen
solution-
The method considered $n the present and preceding sec-
tions of estimating the accuracy of the solution pernits the
conclusion that the order of the error in the forward part
does not depend on the steepness with increasing U(x); the
ab’solute error of the proposed solutions will accumulate in
the regiQn of increasing U(x) and will be smaller the
smaller the abscissa interval where the velocfty approaches
its maximum value,
The computations conducted by A, P. Xrol for the diffuser
region showed that the friction computed by the method just
discussed is much nearer the true value than that computed by
the method of Pohlhausen and other methods. Only in the im-
mediate neighborhood of the point of separation does th,e method
failc The reasons for this fact require special investigation.
6. The method presented still requires addit~onal im-
provement and s$mplificationo It may be mentid:oed that L. G.
Stepaniactz” generali~ed the method of varying the thickness of
the layer to the case of a flow with axial symmetry about a
body of revolution, The results obt~ined show that the method
may be successfully applied to the practical computation of
bodies of revolution (of airship form)-
It is hoped that later on the method of choice of ‘blie
most suitable forms of the velocity variations for a single
.5,. and, several varying parameters will be bade more aocurate,
It is a-L~parent tha”t”therb are.no 6bj’e#f3’6n”s”in-principle to
the application of the method not only to the Iaminar but
also to the turbulent boundary layer,
Translation by ~, Rei~s,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronauticse
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